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1 Introduction
Computer vision is evolving pretty quickly nowadays thanks to new tecnologies
that bring smaller and more powerful devices to us. New gadgets like google
glasses seems to be one of the rst examples that announces the beginning of a
revolutionary era. It's a save wager to bet, that computer vision will be present
in several ways into most of our tecnology in a nearly future. Moreover, computer
vision can be very useful in many dierent elds, google's device cited before is
just one sample of how we can apply this kind of tecnology to our daily life, but
there are a lot applications like medical images, security services or even video
games amongst many other.
In this project we will embed virtual objects in a real-life scene looking auto-
matically for the most realistic approach. Previous works [7] have demonstrated
the lighting as the most important feature to achieve a better and more realistic
results. Moreover other researches [18, 17, 9] that focus their works in which is
the best way to descompose or classify the lighting of any scene. In this project,
we have taken most of these concepts to begin our proposal. As a rst step we
didn't wish to get the real lights features or even their locations, our rst goal was
to relight the whole scene with a virtual light and do it in real-time.
Proposal. Therefore, our goal is to be able to taking a frame from an input
device (mostly Kinect), erase the current light conditions of the image to lately add
new ones that must be common with the virtual objects included as augmented
reality (AR). Create the new conditions will be done by setting up the virtual
lights into a 3D enviroment and then use a render to extract the lighting and add
it to the original image taken by the Kinect, all of it in real-time. The whole
process itself, presents many challenges that must be faced. A way to isolate the
lighting information from any image has to be nd, the geometry of the scene or
at least some signicant areas must be retrieved to interact as similar as possible
with the virtual lights and nally, a framework (g.1) has to be developed to
achieve the real-time objective for the whole task.
The light can be descomposed in two dierent derivatives shading and re-
ectance [18, 17, 9], understanding the reectance as the chromacity of the objects
in an image, being invariant under dierent illumination scenarios. Reectance
images has been used for object detection and recognition. Shading and reectance
images are commonly known as intrinsic images as well.
A second problem is retrieve the lighting from an image, we wish to isolate
the reectance by subtracting the illumination and then, be able to apply a new
synthetic lighting provided by our virtual enviroment. Retrieve a derivative is
a complex issue, in this work we propose use a classier to label the edges of
the image between shading or reectance but this method just returns a set of
points from the whole image, so we must nd a way to rebuild the estimated
reectance. The last years many algorithms based on Fourier transformations has
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Figure 1: Schematic pipeline of the framework.
been presented in order to achieve an acceptable reconstruction, but all the Fourier
coecients are needed to obtain good results. Unfortunetly an image derivative
just oers partial information which means that both reconstructions will generate
a lot of noise that straightly aect the nal image when either derivatives will
merge themselves again. Weiss [18] and later Tappen [17] propose a couple of
functions that combine both derivatives with their inverses to nally sum them
and get their results. Use that method is very similar than the Fourier solution,
in fact, authors emphasize that either inverse or fourier are compatible in their
approach. However there are other propositions [1] that works directly on much
more complex approaches. Those methods are based on Fourier as well, and seem
to retrieve nice reconstructions even with just a few coecients.
To relight the scene with any virtual light, some works [7] have done manual
labelling from an image to designate every surface where lights will interact in
the alpha-blending nal step. As real-time method we had to solve this issue
automatically and the best way we found was generate a scene's virtual mesh
taking prot of the depth information from the Kinect. We have achieved to
build phisic model of the scene completely automatic and don't need to specify
any important area cause we are able to get most of the surface and include it
into our virtual enviroment, where we add the new lights to relight the scene.
Contributions. For this Master Thesis we propose up to ve contributions
that can be folded as:
1. Geometry reconstruction. We build in real-time a mesh representing the
scene get it by the camera to interact with the virtual lights. The mesh is
done from a point cloud taken from the Kinect coordinates.
2. Lighting: Image descomposition. We explore a method to obtain the
intrinsic images from every frame.
3. Lighting: Image classication. We have tested an Adaboost and SVM
classiers to estimate which intrinsic image pertains every pixel from the
source image. Additionaly we have done a comparison between them.
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4. Lighting: Image reconstruction. We use a Poisson solver to reconstruct
each intrinsic image from its gradients to retrieve the geometry of the orginal
image but splitted now into each derivative.
5. Framework. Finally we have developed a real-time framework to run the
whole process.
As we have seen until now, this project can be splitted in two great research
areas. First we get image processing area, here we must take an input image and
be able to classify the edges of the image data between shading or reectance, once
the derivatives are built we have to do a similar task to extract the derivatives
from the virtual scene render. Finally after the reconstruction process a merge of
the each derivatives will be done in order to relight the scene with the new virtual
lights features. On the other hand, we may consider the geometry and the virtual
world as the second great block in this work. In this case taken the depth data
from the Kinect device we use a point cloud library to build a 3D approach of the
room we are getting by the Kinect as well, after the correct transformations to
adapt it to our 3D world, we will add the lights and take the render image which
be used in the rst block mentioned before.
After this introductory chapter we have written a summary of the previous
work read it and the state of the art in both great topics handled in this work, the
image processing and the Kinect area. In the third chapter we're gonna talk about
the application that has been developed to achieve an automatic real-time thread.
As fourth chapter we will explain how build the geometry to represent the virtual
scene in the 3D world. The fth chapter in this report is probably the most
important cause we talking about the lighting and the image descomposition,
which is surely the most dicult step we have faced. Finally in the next two
chapters the simulations, results and conclusions are presented.
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2 Previous Work
Mixed reality (MR) is being developed by many ways nowadays, current and
future devices will require those tecnologies as completely necessaries in few years.
Although is true that most applications don't need advanced algorithms to solve
their needs, other issues like include virtual objects in an scene and get a realistic
look all in real-time are still pending for better results every day. Jacobs and
Loscos [6] summarized in 2006 the state of the art and a possible approach to
every sort of MR we can nd these days. They propose that is really important to
classify the dierent types of enviroments that can be generated with a computer.
Milgram and Kishino [8] present such classication based on the amount of reality
and virtual elements appearing in the nal scene (g.2). Then, understanding MR
as a reality-virtuality continuum we can get up to four specic types. Starting
by the left side is the Real Enviroment, that is a full real world with none
virtual objects embedded. Still tending to the left Augmented Reality may
be considered as any scene where the percentage of reality is the most but now
there are at least one virtual object in it. As long as we reach the right side,
the amount of virtuality is greater. Then, we nd the Augmented virtuality
which is a virtual enviroment completed by some real elements. Finally in the
boundaries of the right side we have a full Virtual Enviroment where all the
world rendered is totally virtual.
Mixed Reality (MR)
Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum
Real Enviroment (RE) Virtual Enviroment (VE)
Augmented Reality (AR) Augmented Virtuality (AV)
Figure 2: Simplied representation of a reality-virtuality continuum proposed by
Milgram and Kishino.
Focusing on Augmented Reality AR is possible to distinguish two dierent
classes, the rst, usually projects the virtual objects on a transparent background
like glasses of goggles. The second method use a head-mounted device like a
camera which records the enviroments and the footage is showed inside the display
with the virtual elements together. The quality of the inmersion is better for the
rst class than for the second but also requires expensive see-through devices.
Fortunately these kinds of devices are not necessary in many applications. To give
more realism to the virtuality-reality fusion the illumination is a basic tool that
must be adjusted to achieve the virtual objects share the same light conditions
than the real elements. Taking then, illumination as main feature Jacobs and
Loscos indentify three AR methods: common illumination, relighting and inverse
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illumination. These techniques vary in the quality of the illumination and in the
consistency obtained between the illumination of the real and the virtual objects.
Illumination Features
Common illumination Estimate new shadows and reections.
Relighting Change original conditions for a new ones.
Inverse illumination Simulate virtually the original conditions.
Figure 3: Light conceptual denition of the three AR techniques exposed in this
section.
Common illumination tries to simulate the new shadows generated by virtual
objects when added to the scene. This estimations can be done if the geometry
and material of all the objects is known, one example where this method is applied
is found in the movie industry. Relighting instead of simulate real lights change
whole illumination giving common conditions for both real and virtual parts of
the scene but these new conditions can be completely dierent from the original
ones. The third method, inverse illumination tries to get the features and the
behaviours like reections of the lights. The idea is to achieve a replica of the
original conditions to improve the realism of the whole scene. The present work
is close to Relighting method, our main goal is to change the light set up of the
original image to include a new one that must be common with the virtual objects
embedded.
More specically in the bibliography several methods (g.4) to study the light-
ing of an image to use it properly in the inclusion of virtual elements has been
explored. Karsch and Hedau [7] proposes a method that could be classied as
inverse illumination taking as reference the previous table. Using a dataset of
near two hundred images, each one with white spheres used as groundtruth, they
label manually the image to detect the some important geometry and the light
sources. Then they use a semi-automatic method to build a virtual representation
of the scene, where a virtual white ball can be placed in the same area as the
image one in order to approach the light conditions of the scene. They achieved
great results but the process requires of user intervention in many steps.
Neverova [9] takes prot from the Kinect to get a depth map of the image,
in this case they assume that all lights are white and have the same conditions.
Instead of get the light chromacity as Karsch they focus their work on determine
the reections either diuse or speculars and even estimate the source ofthe light
if is not visible in the image. Additionaly compare few dierent methods to
determine which one gets the best approach. Nevertheless, they focus this work
on nd light locations and reection angles but don't propose any method to apply
the algorithm into an augmented reality application.
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Another works like Weiss [18] and Tappen [17] are closer to relighting methods.
The idea is that any image can be descomposed in two derivatives corresponding
to the shading and reectance these both features represent the geometry (shapes
and shadows) and the color respectively. The algorithm is based on the concept
that combining both derivatives after process them is enough to achieve a relighted
reconstruction of the source image. Although taking the same principles, there
are some dierences between the works, Weiss assumes that reectance can be
considered as constant in the time space. Therefore, they try to obtain a mean
reectance derivative from several frames in distinct moments of time. With the
reectance retrieve it they are able to get an approach of the shading for any
moment. Tappen's method is pretty similar, they also consider an image as the
combination of both derivatives but introduce some changes in the ways to get
them. They propose two algorithms combined to retrieve each derivative, the
rst, the most trivial is based on color information. Taking two adjacent pixels
is possible to determine whether is shading if the changes in three RGB channels
are proportional. Then we can assume that the changes in the chromacity may be
caused by shadows and in not a real chromacity change, otherwise we assume that
the pixel will pertain to the reectance. The second method uses grey information
and a classier to label between the two classes. Applying a set of Gaussian lters
as features on the image contours they use an Adaboost to classify each pixel.
Finally a combination of the two methods is done to minimize the errors. However,
just the pseudo-inverse algorithm proposed by Weiss seems be not enough to
guarantee an acceptable reconstruction of the derivatives.
We also use a similar approach to Weiss and Tappen, but we include a ref-
erence to Agrawal [1] work which clearly improve the recontructions proposed
by the previous authors. Agrawal make a comparison and test over six dierent
methods to reconstruct geometries from gradients. That is pretty useful to get an
acceptable rebuilds of the derivatives of the image. In this research, we have taken
prot from the Poisson solver presented by Agrawal instead of the pseudo-inverse
proposal made by Weiss and Tappen.
In order to set our virtual lab, we must generate a simulation of the scene's ge-
ometry. Taking an overlook on some previous work we realise that semi-automatic
methods like Karsch and Hedau were not useful if we wish to develope a real-time
framework. Other algorithms like Hoiem [16] helped to solve some issues with
Kinect captures, but the paper was focused more on segmentation instead of get-
ting a virtual mesh. Still with the Kinect device, Newcombe [10] bring some light
with the issue of missing points in the Kinect's depth images. That's a hard
problem cause the several holes consecuence of bad readings of the infrared sensor
results in an extra eort when someone tries a 3D scene reconstruction. New-
combe amongst a long process, propose to apply a gaussian lter to smooth the
point cloud and to make easier to estimate the missing points.
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Karsch NeverovaWeiss/Tappen Newcombe Proposal
Aut. Geometry No { No Yes Yes
Illumination Inverse Inverse Relighting { Relighting
On-line Partially Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kinect No Yes No Yes Yes
Figure 4: Summary of VR methods in relation to the main requeriments dened
in this section.
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3 Proposal overview
INPUT GEOMETRY
VIRTUAL
ENVIROMENT RELIGHTING
TRAINING
Pre-Processing Capture RGB Image(I)
Capture Depth Map(I)
Refit Depth Data(I)
Build the Mesh(G)
Add Virtual Lights(VE)
Embed the Mesh(VE)
(I) (G) (VE) (RE)
Get Next Image
Trained Features
Capture Render(VE)
Find Derivatives(RE)
Image Reconst.(RE)
Alpha-Blending(RE)
Figure 5: Schematic pipeline of the whole framework. The letters within the
parenthesis indicate to which block pertains each funcionality.
We propose a whole pipeline (g.5) to achieve an approach to the relighting
issue. The rst challenge we face in the main thread is a classication task, we
do this step even before start the main loop to avoid high processing funcional-
ities once the framework begins to run. Classicate the derivatives shading and
reectance, is closely related with Tappen's [17] proposal and have few similarities
to Weiss [18] method. We work just the grey scale to get the features from the
image as Tappen do, nontheless we don't use the color range information from
the image as [17]. On the other hand, Weiss not even use a classier taking the
reectance implicitly as the mean of the same frame in an interval of time. Get the
best features to classify lighting derivatives means to focus ourself on the image
edges, it is known that countours gather the changes in chromacity and lighting
which ts perfectly the domain of our problem. Obtain the countours is now a
trivial issue thanks to the several operators avalaible nowadays, more specically,
we used Canny, Sobel and Prewitt. Even though we usually use Prewitt as default
any of them may be chosen by the user.
Further into the classication problem, we have chosen a classier to estimate
which class either shading or reectance will pertain every pixel of the countours.
A dataset that contains an acceptable amount of images with their repective
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ground truth is also nedded for the training step. We have taken ours from [17]
who provides a pretty useful dataset consisting in two sets of synthetic images
getting thirty two samples the training group and fourteen the testing one. Every
sample of the dataset contain a grey-scale original image and its shading derivative
to be used as ground truth when estimations will predicted.
To get consistent features we apply a group up to fourty eight lters (g.6) to
each countour pixel, the lters are a set of Gaussian rst and second derivatives
patches. Additionaly they are distributed in six directions and three dierent
scales as can be seen in gure 6.
Figure 6: The dataset of Gaussian Filters used for training.
After train, we start the main loop of the framework, then we begin to cap-
ture the images with the Kinect device. This step is pretty important, the RGB
image is taken trivially but an additional processing must be done with the depth
image obtained from the infrared sensor. This data has a critical weight for later
pipeline's funcionalities, due is required to build the virtual mesh which depends
directly from the point cloud retrieved here. Kinect depth maps usually shows
black pixels(0's) where the sensor isn't able to get the depth correctly, that can
be caused either by outranged distances or due wrong infrared reections when
contact some specic materials, mostly non-completely opaque materials. More-
over, the eld of view (FOV) of the sensor is smaller than the RGB camera, that
generates a picture frame of 0's around the boundaries of the depth map. The
missing values can obviously have a negative impact on the mesh precision, there-
fore we apply a mask over every \hole\ to estimate a logical depth for the pixel
by taking information from its neighbours. A solution to this issue can be found
at [3] by using a weighted average algorithm, but in order to be faster, a simple
mean of the neighbours also provides an early solution.
To homogenize the depth values, an smoothing function is quite useful to
avoid excesive distance between adjacent pixels. We use a bilateral ltering for
this porpose as many previous works [10, 5].
The mesh reconstruction must be a representation of the of the real scene as
reliable as possible. We need the mesh to estimate and simulate the behaviour
of new lights on the scenario. We assume that the virtual geometry generated
in this step is just an appoach to simulate the new lighting conditions within a
controlled enviroment, but it must not be considered as a precision tool which
tries to recreate the original conditions. We make the reconstruction straightly
from the Kinect depth coordinates, the Point Cloud Library (PCL) helps us to
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nd triangular consistent faces amongst the whole point data. Finally to achieve a
lighter object to be loaded in the virtual world, we discretize the points by adding
just 1 of n to the nal list processed by the PCL.
We have worked with two 3D engines, Ogre3D [12] and Irrlicht [11], althoght
we focus the most of the framework on the second one. To set up the boundaries
of our virtual enviroment we have taken the Kinect's settings like FOV, image size
or the depth range. An scaling of the sizes was done, to make easier to include
the virtual objects lately, but always keeping on the original proportions. The
resulting world is a simple cuboid directly proportional to the scene get it by the
camera. Embed the mesh though, requires scaling and translating transformations
in the three axis in order to locate the furthest point of the mesh just on the back
side of the virtual cuboid.
The last step takes an image render from the engine and the original one
provided by the Kinect. Then taking prot from the support vectors founded
previously before the input, we isolate the shading of the source image and erase
it, leaving it without illumination. Isolate the shading means to recover just the
points of the countours estimated in that class, to reconstruct those kind of images
we use a Poisson solver, based on gradient estimation algorithms to generate an
approach of the original geometry. Quit the lighting from the image can be done
either by retrieving the shading itself and subtract it to the original image or
reconstructing directly the reectance with the Poisson solver. Doing the same
for the render image of the virtual enviroment, we nally combined the two images
by adding the virtual shading to the non-lighting source image and thus, achieving
a relighted scene.
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4 Geometry and topology
One of the main issues to solve in this work has been how simulate the surfaces
of the scene to get a realistic interaction with the virtual lights. In an early state
of the developing we take use from xed virtual planes in the virtual enviroment,
instead of solid objects, we were representing the scene as a set of planes added
tting their sizes to respect the perspective of the camera. In other words, each
z meant an specic size for that depth, being the deeper the greater. Obviously
that model was not very appropriate to simulate the behaviour of any surface in
issues such, the reectance of the virtual lights or even the shadows. For that
reason, we decided to take prot from the point cloud bring to us by the Kinect
and build a virtual mesh from the scene we get it.
4.1 Related work
Our rst reference in this this research was Karsch [7], he propose an interesting
approach to simulate lighting from an interior room and include virtual elements
lighted according the rest of the scene. To do that, Karsh makes a pre-processing
of the scene, selecting the bounds of the scene, to create a cubic simulation of the
room. He also selects every surface able to interact phisically with any virtual
object lately added, the sources of the light, electric lights, windows or even mir-
rors. Every element that makes, refract or reect a light into the scene must be
bounded. Finally, all the objects or surfaces that may occlude the virtual objects
are indicated as well.
Every selection can be modied or even add new geometry in order to t
correctly embed the virtual elements, however Karsch assures that in most of the
cases a basic representation is enough to achieve realistic results. As has been
mentioned before, Karsch makes an approach of the room as 3D cuboid of ve
faces cause the sixth never be visible. Using the technique of Hedau et al. [2009]
[4], they automatically generate an estimate of this box layout for an input image,
including camera pose. This method estimed a set of three vanishing point to
automatically align correctly the virtual cube to the source image, nevertheless as
the selection surface step, a manual changes can be done if necessary.
With geometry and lightning dened, include virtual object is a trivial task
for any renderer engine. For the nal composition they take a rendered image
from the virtual enviroment and merge it with the original one using the additive
dierential rendering method [Debevec 1998]. The results presented by Karsch
are quite amazing and the realism of the virtual elements embedded into the
original image is incredible, however many steps of the algorithm require a manual
intervention and it's useless within a real-time application. Although we nally
don't take specic prot from this paper, it has been included in this report cause
it was the rst reference and this project was directly inspired in that work. In
this section we have focused about the geometry topic, the lighting part will be
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explained in the following chapter Lighting.
Kinect is a useful tool with an RGB camera and a depth sensor, but it was
created thinking in an specic duties and many times the retrieved data must be
rened before keep on into the algorithm. To build our mesh, we red many papers
in order to nd solutions to some common issues of the Kinect data. One of the
evident problems was the several holes there are in each depth image, Silberman
and Hoiem [16] cite Levin [3] who propose a couple of weighted functions eq (2)
and (3) to determine the best pixel value in any case. Although Levin applies
both functions to face dierent issues like colorize grey images into RGB images,
Silberman and Hoiem use them to correct black pixels, consecuence of either due
margin pixels or simply reading errors, and give them an approximate grey value
which correspond to its depth. Levin tries to impose the constraint that two
neighboring pixels r, s should have similar colors if their intensities are similar.
Thus, they wish to minimize the dierence between the color U(r) at pixel r and
the weighted average of the colors at neighboring pixels.
J(U) =
X
r
0@U(r)  X
s2N(r)
wrsU(s)
1A2 (1)
Where wrs is one of the two weighted functions that they propose, the rst, the
simplest one, is commonly used by image segmentation algorithms and is based
on the squared dierence between the two intensities:
wrs / e (Y (r) Y (s)2)=22r (2)
A second weighting function is based on the normalized correlation between
the two intensities:
wrs / 1 + 1
2r
(Y (r)  r)(Y (s)  r) (3)
As metioned before, Silberman and Hoiem use the previous algorithm to com-
plete the \holes" in the depth image, then they can compute the normals and
align them to the room by nding three dominant orthogonal directions. After-
wars they t planes to the points using RANSAC and segment them based on
depth and color gradients, but as we transform the scene directly to a virtual
mesh don't need to apply this step of the algorithm in our framework, at least for
now. Working with Kinect as well, Newcombe [10] proposes use a bilateral lter
to the raw depth map to reduce the noise of the original values. In this way, we
also use this algorithm to smooth the data and reduce depth distance between
either adjacent or nearby pixels which helps in the mesh reconstruction step.
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The virtual mesh is the best way we found to represent the whole geometry of
the scene completely automatic, although there usually are some \holes" where
the PCL wasn't able to generate faces amongst the points, we believe that it works
well enough to simulate lights behaviour into the real scene.
4.2 Building the mesh
Depth Map
(Point Cloud)
Mesh
(Virtual Object)
Inpainted Method
Bilateral Filtering
Re-sampling data
Scaling and LocatingPCL Triangulation
into Virtual World
Figure 7: Schematic pipeline of the geometry reconstruction from the depth map
retrieve it by the Kinect's infrared sensor.
(a) original (b) kinect's depth map (c) inpainted (d) bilateral
(e) original depth (f) wireframe mode (g) retted depth (h) wireframe mode
Figure 8: Depth map and its improvements after apply an inpanted method, the
bilateral lter and depth correction to the z's.
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To build the mesh (g.7) we have used the PCL which is a useful tool to
generate triangular faces from a set of coordinates (g.9). The PCL is written in
C++ and requires access to a point cloud data. We generate that le just after
take the data from the Kinect infrared sensor. As the data from the Kinect is
obviously necessary that step must be done once the main thread is started, so
the le has to be generated and saved in real-time. The le itself is a set of three
columns specifying each coordinate in the 3D space (x,y,z) and a few headers to
dene the format of the following data.
(a) Original image. (b) Mesh reconstruction.
Figure 9: Kinect's RGB image and its 3D point cloud mesh reconstruction. A
virtual light can be appreciated in right image corresponding to the 3D recon-
struction. g.9(b)
Before go on further into the mesh rebuild, there are some issues with the
original depth data that must be solved. First the depth data provided by the
Kinect is full of holes and missing values (g.8(b)). The main causes to explain
those missings are wrong distances, objects either too near or too far from the
camera won't be correctly detected. The materials like glasses or translucent
plastics can retrieve wrong lectures, when the infrared sensor isn't able to rebound
the signal in those sort of surfaces. Some light conditions may aect the lectures
as well. To solve that issue we use an inpainted method eq (1) (g.8(c)) to
correct those errors, assuming a new value from a weighted function, we try to
nd the best approach applying a window for each pixel and operating with the
neightbour pixels. After the colorization process, we realize that the z 's bring it
by the Kinect may need an oset in order to get better results with the mesh.
The problem basically, is that sometimes the distant between two adjacent pixels
is pretty far and the PCL cannot generate correct faces amongst them. Then, we
have to smooth the z 's applying a Gaussian lter in the depth image. We chose
the Billateral ltering as the best option after read some previous works [10] [5]
that alredy have used it successfully (g.8(d)).
Finally, afterwards the rst mesh recontruction, we realize that size of the
virtual object was so huge and we got bad performances when tried to run the
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render. We decided then, to reduce the number of pixels taking them by steps
greater than one, we establish a nal step in 4, enough to reduce the size consid-
erably and suce to don't lose a quite amount of data from the mesh.
After the mesh pre-processing, we have to create a virtual enviroment accord-
ing the dimensions of the scene we are getting from the camera. The features
from the Kinect RGB camera and the image size has been taken as references to
dene the boundaries of our virtual world. The Kinect camera has a eld of view
of 57 horizontally and 43 and an aspect ratio of 4:3. The size of the RGB image
is 640x480. Then we have dened the boundaries as:
near = mDepth  scale
far =MDepth  scale
width = tan(
HV
2 
180 )  (far  2)
height = width  ( 34 )
Where mDepth = 1:5 and MDepth = 6 considering these values as the dis-
tances where the Kinect give better performances. We also set up a scale value to
10 for better appreciation of the virtual scene. The HV corresponds to the horit-
zontal view specied before as 57 from the Kinect features. Draw yellow lines
between the vertices is really useful to have a visual delimiters from our cuboid
enviroment, they are not visible in render captures cause we just take prot of
them during the rendering loop, specially to check if either the planes, in the early
phases of the project, or the mesh are sized correctly.
Due we have choosen less pixels than the original 640x480 as coordinates to
build the mesh, we also must bring that transformation to the virtual enviroment,
to do that, the node where the mesh is stored has to be scaled in the x and y
axis. That can be done dividing maximum width and height from the cuboid we
dened as world to the new width and height of the mesh. To achieve a consistent
and logical shape for our mesh, the proportion between the real deep retrieve it in
meters by the infrared sensor and a pixel of the image. It is known that without
establish a relation between the two measures it would be impossible represent
the virtual object with at least any delity (g.8(e)). We use the next simply
function eq (4) (g.8(g)) to make satisfying approach:
z =
W
STEP
((H MAX)2)) (4)
Where W is normally 640 the original width of the source image and STEP
the lter value we use to know how many pixels we will take. Usually we set up
STEP to 5 getting a new image of 128x96, the height is not necessary cause we
always apply the original aspect ratio to retrieve it. MAX is the maximum depth
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value in the depth map, we assume that if the image has an specic width in pixels
that width will correspond to the maximum depth and then we may nd out an
equivalence. All these operations are based on basic trigonometry and we just use
half of the width size to get a pythagoric triangle, then at last we multiply again
by 2 to restore the real size. Finally H is dened by eq (5).
H = tan
 
(HV2 )
180
!
(5)
As before, HV is equal to 57 that is the horizontal eld of view of the Kinect
camera. In that case, we divide HV by 2 for the same reasons than the previous
function. We have to operate with Pythagoric triangles to apply the trigonometric
functions, just the half of the real angle is required now. That's probably the best
approach to get the proportion but it has demonstrate that works well enough
with most of the scenes we've tried.
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5 Lighting
Lighting is most likely the most important section of this work, as has been men-
tioned before the best way to include virtual elements into an scene is nding the
same or very similar light conditions than the enviroment where it will be embed.
There are many ways to detect the position and the chromacity of the lights which
interact within an scene, however before go deeper into this topic we wished to
achieve just a rst approach of this issue. Our rst idea is to extract the whole
original lighting from the frame taken by the Kinect to lately add new lighting
conditions that has been generated within the 3D engine virtual enviroment.
5.1 Related work
Trying to undertand the light conditions of the scene, Karsch and Hedau [16]
have collected a wide dataset of 200 images and 20 indoor scenes. Their dataset
contains a set of images where RGBF ground truth is known by checking a white
diuse ball in each image. As they know the geometry of the room as has been
explained in the previous section, they are able to include a synthetic white ball in
the same location that ground truth images to approach pretty similar conditions.
In order to estimate the lighting, Neverova [9], assuming that all the lights in
the scene have the same chromacity, proposes take prot from cheap depth sensors
like Kinect to estimate a geometry and new light conditions which approach the
behaviour of the original ones. Making dierences between specular and diuse
reections they build a model to predict the directions of any reection or even
the source of the light if isn't visible in the image.
On the other hand, there are articles which proposes similar ideas although
many times in dierent contexts or for other purposes. Weiss [18] proposes derive
intrinsic images from image sequences. Working with several images in an interval
of time he assumes that reectance is constant. This concept is pretty close to
Retinex theory which declares that the color of an object and its perception is
the same regardless the amount of light that is receiving at one moment. In
1971 Edwin H. Land formulated the theory supported by experimentation, those
test consist on show a set of colored patches to a subject. The patches were
illuminated by a white light with three lters red, green and blue one per time.
The expierence tries to demonstrate that most of the subjects will indentify the
same color in every patch, regardless the lter or the luminance changes, denoting
color constancy. Following the Retinex theory, Weiss gets the reectance as the
mean of reectances of n frames in the time space eq (7).
i(x; y; t) = r(x; y) + l(x; y; t): (6)
r0n(x; y) = mediantn(x; y; t): (7)
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Instead of shading Weiss talk about illumination but the concepts are quite
similar, as can be seen in equation eq (6), the input image in an specic moment
can be recovered by the sum of the illumination at this moment with a constant
reectance. Being n(x; y; t) = i ? fn where i is the input image and fn one of the
N lters avalaible. They use rn to denote the reectance image ltered by the nth
lter: rn = r?fn. Then, to recover the reectance Weiss propose a pseudo-inverse
solution given by eq (8).
r0 = g ?
 X
n
frn ? r
0
n
!
: (8)
With frn the reversed lter of fn : fn(x; y) = f
r
n( x; y) and g the solution of:
g ?
 X
n
frn ? fn
!
= : (9)
Another works like Tappen [17] bases most of his work in Weiss theories. Nev-
ertheless instead of use many frames to extract one common reectance, Tappen
takes both derivatives from just one frame. Using altmost the same base equation
eq (10) they propose join a couple of methods to achieve a more robust approach.
I(x; y) = R(x; y) S(x; y): (10)
Considering the shading as a change of luminance and reectance the change of
chromacity in an image, color can be used for a rst basic classication. Tappen
considers theorically, that the RGB channels may be useful to discretize which
class pertain every pixel. Taking two adjacent pixels p1(x1; y1) and p2(x2; y2) in
an image, if the dierence between each one of the three channels is proportional
and therefore p1 = p2 it can be said that the change is caused by shading, if not,
it will mean that there are changes in the chromacity and it gonna be labelled as
reectance.
Although easy to understand, color information is not enough for a good la-
belling and a grey scale evaluation is proposed as well to improve the results. In
this case, Tappen take grey scale features using non-linear lters, being each non-
linear lter the convolution between an image pacth and a linear lter F (Ip) =
jIp ? wj. As linear lter w, a set of rst and second derivative gaussian lters can
be used for this purpose. Once the features are taken, they begin a training and
classication with their own dataset. They use an Adaboost as classier, the idea
is to build a strong classier from a set of weaks classiers. After both classica-
tion, grey and color, they get one derivative image for shading and for reectance,
they melt the two methods to improve the accuracy of the labelling. Even with
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both algorithms, Tappen tries to reduce the error applying also a Markov Ran-
dom Fields to propagate the evidence. To reconstruct both derivatives Tappen
proposes a pseudo-inverse equation eq (11) and (12) almost indentically to the
proposed by Weiss:
S(x; y) = g ? [(fx( x; y) ? Fx) + (fy( x; y) ? Fy)]: (11)
g ? [(fx( x; y) ? fx(x; y)) + (fy( x; y) ? fy(x; y))] = : (12)
Where Fx and Fy are the estimated horizontal and vertical derivatives, fx and
fy are [-1, 1] lters. S(x; y) is the resulting shading image, reectance can be
found in the same fashion.
Focusing in the recontruction topic, Agrawal and Chellapa [1] have developed,
tested and compared some algorithms to retrieve the geometry from derivatives
gradients. They present a generalized equation for surface reconstruction from
non-integrable gradient elds. This unication results in a continuum of solutions
based on the degree of anisotropy in assigning weights to the gradients during the
integration. They also show that common approaches such as Poisson solver and
Frankot-Chellappa algorithm can be formulated as special cases of their frame-
work at one end of the continuum and correspond to isotropic gradient weights.
Finally derive new types of reconstructions using a progression of spatially vary-
ing anisotropic weights along the continuum. They propose a solution based on
the general ane transformation of the gradients using diusion tensors near the
other end of the continuum and show that it produces better feature preserving
reconstructions compared to previous methods. Done for many purposes, those
algorithms can be very useful in our specic case to reconstruct either the shading
or the reectance from their derivatives.
5.2 Image descomposition
Decompose an image in many derivatives, corresponding each one to a dierent
lighting feature, is not a trivial issue to solve. Afterwards we decided to use, as
many previous works, the decomposition between shading and reectance, being
the shading the changes in luminance due the geometry of any object or the
boundaries of them. If the lighting of a room would be constant there won't
be shadows and it will be hard to distinguish the shape or even the distance of
several objects. Instead of, natural images never have constant lightning, unless of
totally darkness, and shading give to us great amount of information like geometry
of the scene or even the source of the light if the shadows directions are analised.
On the other hand, reectance can be dened as the real color of a pixel in
the image, experiments like Retinex demonstrated few decades ago the existance
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of color constancy regardless the amount of light that the object is receiving at
specic moment. Then, being the shading S(x; y) and the reectance R(x; y) both
derivatives of an image we can dene any frame I(x; y) as:
I(x; y) = S(x; y) +R(x; y): (13)
To make the descomposition, we assume that any pixel will correspond either
to shading or reectance and never to both features at the same time. It doesn't
matter if we focus our eorts on classify the shading or the reectance, the most
important features of both derivatives can be nd in the edges of the image. With
shading we expect to nd the contrast due the shadows and the shape of the
dierent image's elements, with the reectance though, we chiey look for the
changes or variations of color.
We get the edges applying one of the many lters there are available nowadays,
after ltering we obtain a binary image with black background (where pixels are
lled with 0's) and the nded edges (lled with 1's) painted in white. Then
a training process begins, we have taken prot from the same dataset used by
Tappen at [17], now are ready to classify every frame pixel existing within an
edge coordinate. For both, the training task and the test, we have used a set of
rst and second derivative Gaussian lters to extract the features and for establish
a comparison repectively. The lters are taken with many dierent gradients to
get better features of the contours, then vertical, horizontal and diagonal lters
are used for this purpose.
5.3 Classication of the derivatives
Similar to Tappen's proposal we will make a rst classication by using the color
information of the source image capture it by the Kinect.Considering two adjacent
pixels as reectance, if the three channel values of both pixels are completely
dierent denoting changes in chromacity. On the other hand, if the dierences
between the tree channels are proportional p1(r; g; b) =   p2(r; g; b) then, we
assume that change as the incidence of lights and shadows so we label the pixel
as shading. As color classication isn't enough to determine which class pertain
every pixel, we complement the previous estimation with a second classication
now using grey-scale data instead the color.
Therefore, we must train our classier and extract the best features from the
training data. If we study the light conditions in any image, it's relatively easy
to realise that most specic features can be extrated from the edges or contours
within the image. In order to get the edges we have proved four dierent algo-
rithms, Prewitt, Sobel, Canny and Logarithmic. Although our framework allows
to choose which algorithm use, we usually set up Prewitt as default option cause
we got better results ganerating less noise with the others. In this specic case we
may consider noise as every pixel resulting after apply the lter which cannot be
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(a) Original image. (b) Ideal shading. (c) Ideal reectance.
Figure 10: Sample of Tappen dataset. The images correspond to the original
synthetic image and its ideal derivatives.
considered as a countour. We also have to select tting values for any of the edge
detectors, wrong estimations may cause either an extra noise or missing positives.
As dataset we use a collection of synthetic images (g.10) provided by Tappen
[17], the data is a Matlab package splitted in two groups, train and test images.
There are near thirty images in the training set and can be considered of two
types, more than twenty are images of a wrinkled paper with black random lines
drawn in it. It's depends on each image, but all the footage pertaining to the
paper kind usually gets a great amount of shading information. The rest of the
dataset, ten images approx. are a sort of elliptic shapes lighted always from the
right (g.10(a)) side with some patches above them. The patches have constant
chromacity and don't seem to be altered by the lighting. In this case, it's easy
to determine the shading as the elliptic shapes (g.10(b)) while the patches are
labelled as reectance (g.10(c)). The test part of the dataset it's a minor set of
images with a similar proportion of the both groups detailed in the previous lines.
First, we used an Adaboost to classify every pixel between both derivatives
using as features the Gaussian lters presented before in g.6. The classier was
written in Matlab, but it was pretty slow even for that language. The classication
step is executed in the training block and is not within the real-time thread.
However, we also take care of the time spent and cannot allow excessive delays
before begin the main thread. Then, we change our classier to Pegasos [2] which
is a SVM (Support vector machine) kind. Pegasos is quite faster and as SVM is
perfect for this binary classication problem, moreover we get better accuracies in
our testings, being better than Adaboost in all the elds. Adaboost is quite easy
to train cause the only variable that must be modied is the number of iterations,
however, as has been mentioned before a few hundreds of iterations may delay
the process hours. On the other hand, Pegasos assume huge amounts of data in a
reasonable time but is harder to nd the correct set up. For Pegasos, we must t
the the better combination for iterations, the  and the  if we are using a Radius
Basis Function (RBF) for our kernel. Where  is the size of the gaussian applied
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in every point when the kernel processes the distances between two samples in
the high-dimensional space. The  can be considered as the trade-o between the
weight function and the error into the optimization problem formula. If we use
a Polynomial kernel instead of the RBF we have to set up the interations, the 
and the grade of the polynomic function.
5.4 Image Reconstruction
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Image Ia Rendering Ib
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Figure 11: Schematic pipeline of images intrinsic descomposition, the later recon-
struction and relighting.
To get the features of both classes shading and reectance, we evaluate the
edges of the image, but for reconstruction, classifying just over the contours may
be not enough for obtain detailed geometry from the derivatives. Then, we must
evaluate all the pixels of the image to have more gradient information and use
the Poisson solver proposed by Agrawal [1], to retrieve an approach of the image.
Here we wish to apply a relighting process to the original image, therefore our
goal has to be merge the virtual shading we have generated in the 3D enviroment
with the original reectance, then:
Ir(x; y) = (1  )V S(x; y) + R(x; y): (14)
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Where Ir is the new relighting image, V S the virtual shading and R the
reectance from the source image. The value of  represents proportion of opacity
of each image when V S and the R are merged. Within the virtual enviroment
we set new lights conditions by adding one or more lights into the scene. We
just have the mesh which represents the data, taken by the RGB camera and the
infrared sensor, to complete the simulation. Our proposal is based on simulate the
behaviour of a new light in the scene by interacting with its virtual reconstruction
(mesh). Once the new conditions are setting up correctly, we can use the tools
panel from the engine's GUI to get a frame of the rendering at any moment. The
intrinsic derivatives from the render must be taken as well as the derivatives of
the source image, that can be done by labelling both image countors taking prot
from the features classied before in the training step. The set of support vectors
helps us to estimate to which class either shading or reectance pertains every
pixel then, with both derivatives get it for the two images (render and source),
we apply the gradient solver to reconstruct the virtual shading and the original
reectance. Finally applying equation eq (14) we obtain an approach of a relighted
image.
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6 Test and results
The framework itself, has been splitted in ve dierent blocks (g.12) that manage
specics issues. First, the Training, is completely independent from the rest of
the application. In this step, after choose some user options in the main menu
but immediately before any other task, a training is done to determine if each
pixel from a dataset belongs either to shading or reectance features. Once the
training is built, the application will connect with the input device specied by
the user in the main menu, that is known as Input block which is the rst block.
If is possible to detect the device, the Geometry block will begin and a 3D scene
reconstruction will be done. As we will see later, despite there are many input
options the reconstruction only can be done with the kinect device. The third
block is the Engine block, here we are gonna dene a new set of virtual lights
to outt our 3D scene. Finally, the Lighting block will merge the source image
without lights with the new virtual lights generated in the previous step.
INPUT GEOMETRY ENGINE RELIGHTING
TRAINING
Begin Main Loop
Get Next Image
Trained Features
Current Frame
Figure 12: Schematic pipeline of of the ve blocks. We consider Pre-Processing
as a blocks although has no updates once the main loop is running
Our framework is completely written in C++, however there are some calls
to Matlab les due the great eort it means translate some functions to C++.
We have included several libraries (g.13) in order to fulll our needs, the graphic
interface to interact with the users is coded with Qt library, that includes I/O
listeners, all the menus and the app main loop.
To get the input images and process them we must add a computer vision
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library like OpenCV [13], even as open source library OpenCV is such a powerful
tool, very useful and pretty easy to manage. Furthermore it has a great advantage
due we had worked with it many times before and we know it pretty well. While
OpenCV is common in every input method, there is an special library required
to manage Kinect devices. For that purpose we had to include Openni, which is
necessary to get from the Kinect either the RGB images or the depth data from
the infrared sensors.
Choose an engine to build the 3D enviroment was not an easy task, we made
the choice even before we knew how we built the scene mesh. The selected engines
were Ogre 3D and Irrlicht 3D, although only the last one is truly functional cause
we store our mesh in an OBJ le and only Irrlicht 3D is able to load it without
previous conversions.
Finally, we generate the mesh through a point cloud using PCL(Point Cloud
Library) [15].
Libraries Functionality
Qt Interfaces and Main Loop
OpenCV Input image management
Openni Kinect input data
Ogre 3D Not really functional
Irrlicht 3D Virtual enviroment
Point Cloud Library(PCL) Mesh reconstruction
Figure 13: Table which species the funcionalities of every extern library used in
this project.
6.1 Training
This step is not considered entirely a block in this framework, that is cause the
Pre-processing step is completely independent from the rest of the main thread
and it doesn't need any real-time updating while the application is running. Here
we get a set of specic features for the shading and reectance classes by training
their countours with a classier. To do the training, we take thirty images from the
whole thirty two training set given by Tappen. Afterwards we split the training
set in n groups where n 2 (1; 10) and must be divisible by thirty which is the total
of samples we get. Our training consist in a cross-fold validation of n subgroups
and then n folds. To create the subgroups, we take one image every n. Originally
the dataset have all the paper type at the beginning of the data and the shape
type in the end, therefore we must generate the groups adding similar number of
images of each kind to achieve an equilibrate training every fold.
For test the previous classication we can use any of the images we didn't
include in the training set, or any of the existing ones in the test set.
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To classify and label the edges, we have tested up to three dierent classiers.
The rst trainings were done with an Adaboost and a Decision Tree and both,
training and test were done using images from Tappen's dataset.
Classier Iterations Filters Accuracy Time
Adaboost 25 72 0.8551 53 min
Adaboost 500 72 0.8786 3h 37 min
Adaboost 1000 72 0.8791 6h 59 min
Figure 14: Table. Results for the Adaboost classier.
Classier Nodes Filters Accuracy Time
Decision Tree 88716 24 0.8014 47 min
Decision Tree 88716 48 0.8166 1h 3 min
Decision Tree 88716 72 0.8190 1h 13 min
Figure 15: Table. Results for the Decision Tree classier.
As can be observed (g.14), Adaboost presents an improvement in the accuracy
when the iterations are increased. However we realise as well, that the learning
curve converge near before the 1000 iterations. Therefore, beyond this number
of iterations we don't get any improvement and in any case, the time needed to
complete the training is excesive in comparison with the improvement obtained.
On the other hand, as the number of iterations is constant and correspond to
the nodes created, being each node an observation within the features we decided
to change the gaussian lters applied to each training execution (g.15). The
time required by the Decision Tree to nish the training is notably lesser than
the Adaboost but the accuracies obtained are also smaller. The results of both
classiers could be acceptable, at least, on the training step but are not denitive.
Classier Iter. Filters Accuracy   Time
Pegasos 1000 72 0.8366 0.2 0.001 51 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.8366 2 0.001 53 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.8366 4 0.001 53 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.8366 16 0.001 52 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.8366 32 0.001 53 min
Pegasos 10000 72 0.8366 32 0.001 1h 13 min
Pegasos 40000 72 0.8366 32 0.001 3h 37 min
Figure 16: Table. Results for the Pegasos SVM classier. Trained with Radius
Based Function (RBF).
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Classier Iter. Filters Accuracy grade  Time
Pegasos 1000 72 0.7102 2 0.001 44 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.7276 4 0.001 44 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.6195 6 0.001 44 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.6925 8 0.001 45 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.6479 16 0.001 44 min
Pegasos 1000 72 0.6541 32 0.001 44 min
Pegasos 10000 72 0.7751 4 0.001 49 min
Pegasos 20000 72 0.7648 4 0.001 59 min
Pegasos 40000 72 0.7251 4 0.001 1h 29 min
Figure 17: Table. Results for the Pegasos SVM classier. Trained with Polynomial
function.
Although thought that Pegasus would be our main classier, the test have
demonstrated that our implementation is not ready yet to face complex issues
like the derivatives classication. We have trained the Pegasos with two dierent
methods, RGB and Polynomial. Theorically the best way to train our classier
would be use the RBF method and try several combinations of  and iterations
leaving the  remaining constant as 0.001. Unfortunately, as can be notice in
g.16 we got the same accuracy regardless the dierent values of the input pa-
rameters, and we weren't able to nd the source of this unexpected behaviour, so
an alternative method was presented to train our algorithm with a SVM. The Pe-
gasos benneath Polynomial kernels accomplish our speed predictions being faster
than the previous classier, nevertheless, the accuracies retrieved by this method
are pretty worse than Adaboost and Decision Tree.
6.2 Input block
To achieve a real-time application, we must get new frames (source images) several
times each second. We have developed two dierent ways to capture the data and
one additional for test. Although we just use the Kinect option to complete our
thread we believe that's important to remark why we hold up the simple cam
option(Take the footage from a single webcam or similar device). In a previous
work we try to approach the depth from every pixel using two dierent frames
very close in time. Now taking the data from the Kinect that approach is not very
useful, nevertheless we think it's a good idea keep at least part of this old method
for future work.
There are at least a couple of libraries able to get and manage the data given
by the Kinect device. We decided to trust Openni [14] for this project. The
Kinect device is extremely important, we depend from its input many times the
next steps of the process. Despite almost all source code is written using Openni's
api, we have used as well some funcionalities from OpenCV to help us in some
image management before the nal conversion to an homogenic type. We also
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take the Kinect specications to generate the bounding box of our virtual world.
The test option is just a little plugin designed to prove the whole application
but giving as input a single and static image loaded from le. That may be useful
to test the response of one point of the thread in a controlled enviroment.
Trying to avoid issues between api's we have tried to homogenize all the stored
data writting our own image class in C++. Working with our image type it doesn't
matter which option the user has choosen, because we cast the data from both
input libraries OpenCV and Openni to our own image class. Once the image is
captured and converted to our own type, we are able to use just one kind of until
the end of the framework including all the following blocks. That's a nice solution
we have found very useful in the developing step due manage data types and image
processing in C++ is not as intuitive as could be with enviroments like Matlab.
As an output we are gonna get an Image (own class) with either grey or RGB
data and the depth information for every pixel.
The depth data given by the Kinect must be treated before try any 3D recon-
struction. The reason is due there are several missing points and the depth values
precision is not enough. We have to solve these problems in order to ease the later
PCL task. We propose to estimate the depth of all the \holes", corresponding
to black pixels where the depth couldn't be retrieve it, by getting the mean from
the non-zeros pixels in the neighbourhood. Looking at g.18(b) and g.18(f) is
easy the observe the picture frame and many \holes" that directly aects the
3D recontruction. After apply the inpainted method, g.18(c) and g.18(g), an
improvement can be seen when the picture frame, lost before, is now part of the
mesh and many existing spaces amongst the object are now closed. Nevertheless,
the current reconstruction still has a lot of noise in its surface, that unfortunately,
can change the virtual lights behaviour when the light spot reects itself into the
mesh. Therefore we smooth (g.18(d)), (g.18(h)) the depth values by processing
the depth data with a Gaussian function, more specically a bilateral lter. The
smoothing set up is a delicate step in the process cause an equilibrium has to be
found between the amount of noise and the loss of surface. The set of images
(g.19) show how for minor sizes the noise still endures but for greater masks the
mesh begins to lose surface. A size of 24x24 or 32x32 for the window's mask seems
the best option in our experience.
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(a) original (b) kinect's depth map (c) inpainted (d) bilateral
(e) original (f) kinect's depth map (g) inpainted (h) bilateral
Figure 18: Depth data processing and improved reconstruction.
(a) original (b) 8x8 (c) 16x16 (d) 24x24
(e) 32x32 (f) 48x48 (g) original (h) 8x8
(i) 16x16 (j) 24x24 (k) 32x32 (l) 48x48
Figure 19: Samples of some test to nd the best mask size for the bilateral lter.
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6.3 Geometry block
Once we have taken the depth values for every pixel, we are able to generate a
virtual 3D model from the scene. The call to begin the mesh reconstruction is just
before initialise the selected engine, we must generate a PCD le ordering each
pixel coordinate with its depth value in three dierent columns. The PCD le is
an specic extension for the Point Cloud Library, after save the le with the new
values we must load it using the PCL api in order to generate as triangular faces
as possible. This is a hard step in the reconstruction process, Kinect depth data
has many noise, many times the infrared sensor cannot return correctly the values
when contacts refractive surfaces like glass or some plastics, otherwise objects
nearer than a meter from the sensor bring to us missing values as well. Finally
we may nd holes in the mesh simply cause there are many blind areas to the
camera and is impossible to get any data to each point out from the eld of view.
The PCL library help us a little bit allowing us to customize several values in the
functions used to calculate the triangles (faces) that can be extracted from the
input data (PCD le), however there are some limits that cannot overcome if you
wish to keep the integrity of the mesh.
If vertices and faces has been calculated correctly, an OBJ le will be saved
with the mesh data ready to open from a 3D engine. There is a nal step that
must be done to join up the 3D mesh to the virtual scene. As we mentioned
before, our virtual world is directly proportional to the eld of view of the Kinect
camera. In order to give the mesh a new proportional size we had to scale and
move it into the virtual's world center.
Generate the mesh is an important task within this project but is not our main
goal, therefore to assume an acceptable reconstruction, we estimate the incidence
of the mesh in the light behaviour, so we are not trying to represent the best
approach as [10], [5] but just the surface enough to achieve the relighting of the
scene. PCL lets us to custom several variables related with the triangle face
creation, most of them oers a few changes over the nal result but there is one
the radius, that provoque tangible modications on the virtual mesh. The radius
is a value that sets the maximum distance between connected points, therefore,
change this value has a great incidence on the nal reconstruction. Looking at
g.20 and g.21 it can be observed the inuence of oscillate the value of the
radius. We conclude that the best approaches to our needs are g.20(b) and
g.21(b). In those images great holes can be appreciate in the mesh, however the
precision of the reconstructed area is noticeable. Observing g.20(e) and g.21(e)
is easy to see how homogenic and clean are the triangular faces in the mesh.
Nevertheless, it's also remarkable the error existing when we try the reconstruction
in the horitzontal and depth planes. Although increase the radius seems to solve
the deep reconstruction issue, the truth is, that massive and useless new triangular
faces are generated, corrupting most of the areas previously well generated and
losing most of the surface precision. So for the current simulation, we rather to
assume blank areas in our mesh instead to lose precision.
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(a) original (b) radius 2 (c) radius 8 (d) radius 16
(e) radius 2
(f) radius 8 (g) radius 16
Figure 20: Reconstruction test done for one single scene with many radius values.
Both, solid and wireframe modes has been checked to decide best conguration.
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(a) original (b) radius 2 (c) radius 8 (d) radius 16
(e) radius 2
(f) radius 8 (g) radius 16
Figure 21: Reconstruction test done for one single scene with many radius values.
Both, solid and wireframe modes has been checked to decide best conguration.
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6.4 Engine block
Choose the engine, was a dicult decision due there are many that has changed
since the beginning of this project and we needed a strong tool able either to adapt
itself or assume the several changes from the initial concepts. For these reason,
to be sure that there will be no need to discard such an important tool like the
engine in an advanced step, we decided to add two engines instead of one Irrlicht
3D [11] and Ogre 3D [12].
Actually only Irrlicht 3D is able to complete the whole thread of this frame-
work, but thinking in a future work in a similar way like single cam option in
Input block, we keep Ogre 3D because is more powerful engine than Irrlicht 3D
and may be useful in incoming extensions.
Every interface, since the main menu to the internal menus are written using
Qt. Though all engines usually get their own I/O listeners and GUI we had to use
Qt because is the main loop manager, any listener programmed with the engine's
apis will take no eect on the displayed window. To solve that issue we embedded
the selected engine to a Qt's window, allowing the Qt's own methods interact on
the virtual scene.
Amongst dierent functionalities we have codied, there are cam movement,
light control and screen management. We usually translate the virtual camera
moving the mouse, nevertheless there is a cam menu useful if user wish a slower
or more precisely movement. The screen manager menu has been done to save
real-time frames. We can save the current frame from the RGB image taken
from the input device, save the virtual scene that is currently displayed by the
engine window or take a simple screenshot of the monitor. These functionalities
are pretty helpful to store for example many scene frames with dierent light
conditions to later analysis or comparison. Finally the lighting menu allow us to
modify in real-time the lights conditions or values in the virtual scene. We are
able to change specularity, diuse and ambient features besides the RGB color as
well. All these interfaces are very interesting due avoid us to waste time compiling
the source code for every change we do in the light conditions.
To bound our scene, we have created a virtual wireframed cube proportional
to the Kinect specications, any virtual object we wish to add must be embed into
the scene cube edges, this way we always have real scale references in comparison
with the \real world". Additionaly we must keep a logical proportion between the
reconstructed mesh and any other virtual object. From the engine we will take
a new lighting conditions to virtually re-illuminate the scene taken by the input
device.
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(a) (b) Ambient (c) Diuse
(d) Diuse + ambient (e) Specular (f) Specular + ambient
Figure 22: Depth data processing and improved reconstruction.
Within the engine block, our task is to add a new virtual light to illuminate the
virtual scene. Using the Tools gui panel, user may change diuse and specularity
values of the light, the color and even the location. We usually set up our light as
a point light which means that emits light from one point to every direction. We
don't require an specic conguration, choose the light's features is a decision that
must be taken according to the requirements of the scene. In g.22 we present a
small sample of images that show some dierent combinations of ambient, diuse
and specular features for a single virtual light.
6.5 Lighting block
The lighting block is the last and the most important one, here converge all the
previous steps and we obtain the nal results. The inputs for this block are: The
trained classier from the training block, the RGB frame from the input block and
the rendered frame from the engine block. Then, our main issue is to isolate the
reectance by erasing all the illumination or shading of the current frame. As the
image taken by the kinect is captured in RGB format we will take prot of this
fact by doing a rst estimation of the reectance using the color. Like Tappen's
proposal we will consider two adjacent pixels as reectance, if the three channel
values of both pixels are completely dierent denoting changes in chromacity.
On the other hand, if the dierences between the tree channels are proportional
p1(r; g; b) =   p2(r; g; b) then, we assume that change as the incidence of lights
and shadows so we label the pixel as shading.
Color estimation can be very intuitive but is not a denitive, therefore we
must support the previous classication with an additional method. Taking only
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the countour pixels labelled as shading we are gonna make a second classication
using now grey information. Doing then, the mean of the three RGB channels we
get now the frame as a grey-scale image. To obtain the features of the edges, we
use a set of Gaussian rst and second derivative lters (g.6) rotated up to six
dierent directions and the training is done on Tappen's dataset (g.10). We must
recall that Tappen's dataset is a set of synthetic and squared images of 127x127
pixels, however Kinect's images are bigger than that 640x480. Even though our
Gaussian lters have dierent sizes, we rescale the input image to a size similar to
Tappen's dataset ones to assure that the trained features will work as expected.
After the edge classication, the images resulting for shading and reectance
are just a black background image with the gradient information in every pixel
estimated to each derivative. So to retrieve an approach of the whole derivative
we have to reconstruct the image, in fact, just reectance is required cause the
shading will be add lately from the virtual scene. We apply then a Poisson solver
that makes an image reconstruction based on the gradient information.
Once we have been able to isolate and reconstruct the reectance of the input
frame, we require the shading provided by the virtual enviroment. That's not
represent a big deal cause we assume that the whole rendering image get it from
the 3D virtual scene corresponds to the shading. Finally we use eq (14) to merge
both images into an alpha-blending relighting of the scene.
(a) Original (b) Edges
Figure 23: Source image end its edges detected with Prewitt.
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(a) Shading (b) Poisson (c) Weiss
(d) Reectance (e) Poisson (f) Weiss
Figure 24: Ideal gradient reconstruction using the ground truth images.
(a) Shading (b) Poisson (c) Weiss
(d) Reectance (e) Poisson (f) Weiss
Figure 25: Resulting edges after Adaboost classication and their corresponding
reconstruction.
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(a) Shading (b) Poisson (c) Weiss
(d) Reectance (e) Poisson (f) Weiss
Figure 26: Resulting edges after Decision Tree classication and their correspond-
ing reconstruction.
(a) Shading (b) Poisson (c) Weiss
(d) Reectance (e) Poisson (f) Weiss
Figure 27: Resulting edges after Pegasos SVM Polynomial classication and their
corresponding reconstruction.
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(a) Scene (b) Reectance (c) Virtual Shading
Figure 28: Original scene (a), nal reectance after apply color and grey classiers
(b) and the virtual shanding (c).
Figure 29: Final alpha-blending composition where  = 0:5.
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Figure 30: Final alpha-blending composition where  = 0:7.
Figure 31: Final alpha-blending composition where  = 0:9.
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7 Conclusions and future work
This work, has proposed a way to relight a scene by using the instrinsic derivatives
corresponding to the illumination features existing in every image. The whole
pipeline face several issues within the main problem, being all of them pretty
complex and from many dierent nature. Then, along this project we have tried
to nd a solution for: Isolate the chromacity from the illumination within an
image, select and train a classier between the two derivatives, choose a set of
lters to generate signicant features, simulate the surface of the scene to interact
with the virtual lights, rebuild an image from its gradients and develope a real-
time framework. In our proposal we use a combination of a color-grey classier to
obtain the reectance from a single image, we have train Tappen's dataset with
three dierent classiers. Furthermore, we include a whole set of seventy-two
Gaussian lters to obtain the same number of features from every countour pixel
in an image. We also present a novel and automatic way to reproduce the scene
by taking prot of the point cloud from the Kinect depth map, to reconstruct a
virtual mesh of the whole image. Finally we have used a Poisson solver to rebuild
an image from its gradients once the classication between derivatives is done.
As can be noticed along this report we have found a solution to all the problems
we faced, however, it's also remarkable that every subproblem can be considered as
a new project by itself being the improvement margin still huge. We have achieved
just a rst approach to complete the pipeline proposed in the introductory section
and even though the results are still clearly improvable at rst sight, we believe we
have build solid fundamentals to achieve a full automatic and real-time relighting
of an scene.
7.1 Future work
1. Re-factoring the C++ framework.
2. Improve the mesh reconstruction.
3. Generate our own dataset for shading and reectance to train real-scenes.
4. Find a better classier for the shading and reectance issue.
5. Improve the grey-color classication and the next image reconstruction.
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